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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I’d like to suggest that we can learn a great deal about disciplinarity and writing by thinking about how specialists create presentations for non-specialists. 
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Let’s think about disciplinarity by 
looking at work done for non-

disciplinary audiences

• In the work of teaching

• Through the exigencies of inter-disciplinary 
collaboration

• In the growing need for public presentations, 
especially in STEM fields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t intuitive at first but think about the number of places that this occurs: When teaching, especially in gen ed or intro coursesWhen collaborating across disciplines, which is often a site of linguistic conflict but, in the best situations, one that creates a language and understanding that meshes or transcends the rigid domains of one contextAnd for funding . . . In STEM fields, the reality of lay presentations is growing - NIHA growing sense that non-specialist writing is writing that should be (and is) taught In Meltzer’s work and further back in Thaiss and Zawacki’s Engaged Writers/Dynamic Disciplines
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Writing and speaking for non-
specialist audiences releases 

“translational remainders”
The remainder consists of such variations as 
regional and social dialects, slogans, and 
clichés, technical terminologies and slang, 
archaisms and neologisms, literary figures like 
metaphors and puns, stylistic innovations, and 
foreign load words. (Venuti 2013: 37) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essentially, these non-specialist presentations are translations, so I would like to draw on language from the field of Translation Studies in my analysis. No matter how effectively a text is composed – this is not a question of effectiveness but just a simple reality – there tend to be markers that indicate that a translation has taken place – that an understanding based in one language and one context is carried over to another language and another context.In Translation Studies, these are referred to as translational remaindersSo moments where there are pieces of language that remind you that a translation has happened – where difference is apparent – that’s a translational remainder. 
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What can we learn about disciplinarity 
from STEM academics translating for 

lay audiences? 
• How do they actually 

think about this 
process of 
translating?

• What kinds of 
remainders can we 
see?

• So what?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bringing this framework from Translation Studies, with the idea that the places where translation becomes most visible something important about the language is happening, I asked what we could learn . . . RELATE, a science communication workshop run by graduate students in the STEM fields (and one English & Ed PhD student) gives a platform for individuals to practice lay presentations, with 3 individuals giving 15 minute talks in a local bar. As an observer, I noted the rhetorical choices each presenter made and paid special attention to moments that seemed particularly like translational remainders. Then, I sat down with several participants to interview them about their experiences with these presentations. 
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All participants privileged the idea 
that conveying their message was a 

matter of reducing jargon and keeping 
things simple. 

• “Didn’t want to be overly technical”
• “I didn’t want to go too in-depth and lose the 

audience”
• “Using the specific terms I might use in lab wasn’t 

necessary to convey point I was trying to make”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frequently framed in deficit language that assumed their audience might not be able to understand technical language or details, each presenter foregrounded the need to find ways to use everyday language – so make instead of fabricate or place where brain cells connect instead of  synapse. Each presenter felt certain that this did not necessarily change the meaning conveyed, just presented a more compact view. Still, translational remainders remained! In the midst of an otherwise lucid bit of talk, delta increments popped in; offhanded 3D is the summation of the 2D planes slid in; and some chemical notations appeared on their slides.    
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Translational Remainders were 
accidents, born of habit. 

• “That was just my unfortunate . . . I could have 
said that better.” 

• “It’s what I'm used to use so it's really hard in 
order for me to translate from that word to the 
more general word whenever I present.”

• “Oh, it's not an everyday word?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I asked about these moments, presenters almost always responded that they were accidents or were surprised that a phrasing might be considered to be slightly specialist (“there are many parameters to consider” or “we cannot easily replicate such complex geometry”)However, in most of these cases, in order to explain why they used these particularly disciplinary phrasings, presenters launched into a complex discussion of how this language was intimately tied up with the fundamentals of their work. 
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Translational Remainders were more 
likely at moments where threshold 

concepts were discussed.
“akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously 
inaccessible way of thinking about something. It 
represents a transformed way of understanding, or 
interpreting, or viewing something without which 
the learner cannot progress” (Meyer and Land, 
2003). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It began to occur to me that these descriptions of the complex importance of the ideas indexed by these translational remainders pointed directly at what are described as threshold concepts
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“3D is the summation of the 2D planes”

• So basic principle of 3D printing is you divide the 3 
dimension into the numerous 2 dimensions and then 
make the 2 dimensions a summation of that. So I tried to 
explain the basic concept of the 3D printing or additive 
manufacturing. 

• [Engineering students] know what the zero, one 
dimension, two dimension, three dimension is but still I 
have to explain that the basic principle of 3D printing, I 
have to say ok so 3 dimensional divided into the 2 
dimensional. Then they know quickly. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for instance, I asked Hoon, a visiting professor in  mechanical engineering about the phrase 3D is the summation of the 2D planes and he went into a long discussion of how the relationship between planes is the key principle for understanding the basics of additive manufacturing. He even emphasized that this was a fundamental piece of knowledge that distinguished those who worked in additive manufacturing from other students of engineering. The development of this particular relationship between 2D planes and 3 dimensional objects rapidly propels engineering students into this specialized way of knowing. 
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“So you do make some delta increments”

• Engineering as “standing on the shoulders of a 
giant”

• “You have to absorb what has been already 
discovered in the field and then you can make the 
increment in the field, the knowledge increment 
by standing on the shoulders.”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, Axel, a mechanical engineering post-doc who was very clear in his explanations threw in the phrase delta increments during his talk. When I asked him about that during our interview, he explained that delta increments were small increases, often a single step forward to optimize or improve a particular technology. He likened this to the sense that, in engineering, you are constantly making small improvements on already-existing work, itself the product of many delta increments. However, this was in line with his understanding that Engineering was a practical field that was about making minute changes that might be appreciated in spirit by the public, though not always noticed because the hardware of technology often appears to stay the same while the work that hardware does becomes faster, more efficient, and more productive. So, in his discussion of the meaning of delta increments, Axel effectively reiterated the main focus of much of our talk, illustrating the extent to which this particular translational remainder indexed a great deal about how he thought about the field of engineering.   
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Translational remainders provide 
opportunities to explore deep 

disciplinary knowledge. 

How can these remainders be used as 
rhetorical devices?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, while these presenters initially thought of their translational remainders as errors or mistakes, further discussion allowed them to use these pieces of language to develop a complex picture of their disciplinary epistemologies, drawing distinctions between how they conceptualized understandings and how others might do so differently. The question, of course, is how one might take this kind of awareness of translational remainders and use it in a rhetorically savvy way that moves this kind of science communication writing beyond a basic question of simplifying terminology. 
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Translational remainders can remind 
audiences of complexity without

depending on specialist knowledge.
“Actually I just wanted to show that there are 

so many different ions in water and it's 
important, so there are so many different ions 
on there. In this slide I need to explain that 
different ions mean different things in water. 
That's why you have to analyze so many 
different ions [. . .] that's totally why I wanted to 
do that, like if you don't understand it's fine. 
They are different and that means different 
things.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, Liu a chemical engineering PhD student created a very effective lay presentation that clearly explained her work on multi-parameter water purification technology, but when I asked her about leaving several complex chemical notations in the visuals for her presentation, she emphasized that she decided to leave these specialist markers in because they reminded her audience of the complexity of the problems she was working on – that these were chemical issues, that there were many ions to be contended with, and that this was a laboratory consideration. Interestingly though, she noted that she wasn’t concerned with audience members not knowing what the ions signified, instead suggesting that this remainder was the point noting that lack of understanding might be what she was going for. So, similar to Hoon and Axel, Liu’s talk contained translational remainders that offered inroads to the ways that she conceptualized the processes and problems of her discipline, but in this case the remainder was mobilized intentionally with a consideration of its effect on audiences.  
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General Takeaways and Applications 

• Highlighting the difficulty of translating threshold 
concepts is itself a discussion of content.

• Developing awareness of the positive effects of 
translational remainders helps reduce deficit 
approaches to lay audiences. 

• Like code-meshing approaches in 
translingualism, highlighting difference in non-
specialist writing is a rhetorically-savvy move. 
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